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ABSTRACT 

Nanodefects were artificially introduced into fused silica surface by n&o-indenting 

with a commercial atomic force microscope (AFM). The sample was illuminated at total 

internal refkction configuration and evanescent waves were detected by near-field scanning 

optical probe in the constant tip-sample separation mode. The strain fields associated with 

non-indents were attributed to the contrast mechanism in optical images. Thus the optical 

image directly maps out the strain distributions associated with these nano-indents. Optical 

images were taken at different polarizations of the incident light (s and p). Due to different 

field distributions near sample surface for the two polarizations, strain distributions at 

different depth can be probed. The spatial resolution of this technique is hmited by the 

probe aperture size and detector sensitivity. This technique may be a useful tool to study 

laser-induced damage mechanisms in optical materials in microscopic scale. 



Near-field optics overcomes the diffraction iin& imposed by conventional optics 

and allows us to study optical properties of materials in sub-micron scale. Compared to 

atomic force microscopy @FM), near field scanning optical microscopy (NSOM) has the 

main advantage of providing optical images in addition to topographic images. Although 

the spatial resolution of an AFM is much superior to that of a NSOM, optical information 

has proven to be more valuable to materials research on microscopic scale in many 

circumstances, especially in the case where material properties are not closely related to 

surface mophology, Hn this paper, we present experimental study of strain distributions 

associated with nano-indents in fused silica by using NSOM. The motivation behind this 

work lies in understanding of laser induced damage mechanisms in fused silica in high 

power optical systems. Previous work by several group? showed that several 

mechanisms may be responsible for laser induced damage in this material, such as local 

stress, polishing induced surface as well as sub-surface cracks, and various contaminants 

However, no clear picture is available due to the lack of probing techniques of submicron 

resolution. Our goal is to develop such a technique that will enable us to study laser- 

indud damage mechanisms in fused silica on ticroscopic scale. In this technique, we 

illuminate the sample surface under study with a laser light at total internal reflection 

configuration. The evanescent wave is then collected by a scanning NSOM probe. By 

monitoring the intensity change of the collected signal, we can map out any perturbations in 

the material induced by stress and other defects. To demonstrate the feasibility of this 

technique, we did this experiment on a sample with intentionally introduced nano-indents. 

We hope to probe the stress fields associated with these indents at submicron resolution. 

The nano-cracks were artificially introduced into a pristine fused silica sample 

surface through nano-indenting with a Dimension series AFM manufactured by Digital -. 
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Instruments. The indenting tip is a three-sided diamond pyramid with apex angle of 60”. 

Two sets of indent arrays (2Qx2Q~m area) at different indention angles ( IO0 and ISo) were 

made. The angles were set by adjusting the control voltage of piezo-scanner that controls 

the indention tip. Each set consists of indents with different sizes. After indentation, me 

sample was scanned in situ with the same AIM AFlvl images show that the size of these 

indents range from 8Onm to 1OOnm in xy plane and 1 to 4nm in verticaI Z direction. The 

sample is then transferred to our homemade N§OM for imaging. 

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in figure 1. The sample was 

illuminated in the total internal reflection configuration (TIR) with 514nm line from an Ar 

ion laser. The angle of incidence was Go, well above the critical angle of TIR, 41’. The 

focal point of the laser beam was aIign& to the indented surface. A scanning Iiber tip with 

an aprture size about 1OOnn-r was used to colle43 the evanescent wave from sample surface 

in close proximity. The sample-tip separation was maintained constant (I5nm) by shear 

force feedback mechanism during scanning. The flat end of the fiber was input into a 

uncooled I-Iamarnatsu photomuhiplier sensor for signal detection. A half-wave plate 

polarizer was used to change the polarization of the incident light. 

In the total imtemal reflection configuration, the amplitude of the evanescent field 

decays exponentially with vertical distance Z, normaI to the TIR boundary, is given by 

Q macmt =E,exti-~d,)~ \ 

where I$, is the amplitude of the field at the boundary associated with the photon in fused 

silica sa-rnple, dP is the penetration depth in air of E, . dP is given by3 

dP =al[2n(sin28-~,,2)“‘] ) 

where 2~ is the wavelength in fused silica, 8 is the angle of incidence, and qzl is the index 

mtio between silica versus air. 
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By introducing a fiber tip in close proximity to the TIR boundary, the tip will 

frustrate TIR due to its higher index as compared to air. Consequently, evanescent light 

will cou@le into fiber tip and become propagating light. The signal intensity detected at the 

other end of the fiber is given by 

S=C- [lE,exp(-ddP)~z, 

where C is the coupling coefficient of the fiber tip and depends strongly on the 

configuration of the tip. For a given tip, C can be treated as a constant. 

During scanning, the tip to sample distance (z) is kept constant. From above equations, any 

variation of the detected signal beyond noise level comes from the I& index change in the 

sample. Based on this principle, we will be able to probe material properties in submicron 

scale. 

The field distribution near TIR boundary within the sample can be worked out by 

solving classical electromagnetic equations with proper boundary conditions for different 

p&iI-izatiOnS4~5. Skurding wave pattern forms within the sample in TIR configuration. The 

relative field intensity distributions for s and p polarized light near sample surface are 

plotted in fig.2 for incidence angle of 60’. In s polarization, the electric field is parallel to 

the sample surface (EJ; while in p polarization, the electric field consists of components 

tangential to surface (Er,,, ) and perpendicular to surface (EPl ). Fig. 2 shows the 

relationship between the stzmding wave intensity patterns for s and p tangential 

components. Except a factor of 4 higher intensity for s, the two patterns are neady 180“ out 

of phase. At the interface, the intensity for s is about twice of that ior p0 However, p 

tangential has a antinode l-ted about 35nm beneath the surface for the angle of .incidence 

used in this experiment. Fig.2 also shows that the normal component of p polarization has 

a antinode near the surface with no significant light intensity. Even so, we will show that 

this component doesn’t contribute to the optical signal detected by the fiber tip. The nano- 

indents are much smaller compared to the wavelength, so we can treat them as Raleigh 
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scattering sites with large polarisability. The radiation field emitted by these dipole like sites 

excited by normal field component will have its maximum a-long the sample surface and no 

light along the surface normal. Therefore, it will not & collected by the fiber tip located 

normal to the surface. 0n the other hand, radiation excited by tangential field will have its 

maximum normal to the surface and be coupled into the fiber tip. Since s and p tangential 

field have different intensity distributions at different depths relative to the surface, optical 

images obtained at two polarizations will give us information on surface and subsurfaces. S 

polarization is more sensitive to changes at the surface; while p polarization is more 

sensitive to features located right beneath the surface (-3%rn). C&her antinodes located 

more than 1OUnm away from the surface will not contribute to detected signal because the 

near-field collection distance is less than Xsilica/2 or IO&n-r in our experiment. 

Figs, 3a and 3b show the optical images at s and p polarizations, along with the 

corresponding topographs for the 10” indents. Fig. 3b is a higher resolution image with 

only one indent in it. Let us first examine the contrast mechanism for the optical images. 

Since the tip-sample separation was kept constant during scans, topographic features 

associated with these indents shouldn’t contribute to the optical images (z,O, C are fixed in 

eqn.1). However9 possible optical artifacts caused by % motion crosstalk need to be 

examined carefully. According to Hecht et aL6, these artifacts occur because of the a. 

motion of the tip caused by tip-sample gap control, i.e. 

6s=aslazl,. 61: 

Because of the crosstalk, these artifacts show exact correlation with topographic structures 

and share the same resolution. For verification, these artifacts are negligible in our images 

because the optical images have very different resolutions compared to their corresponding 

topographs. Qtical artifacts due to other parameters, such as feedback control electronics 

and scan direction, are also negligible for the same reason. 



&ICE we excluded all possible artifacts on the optical images, we confirmed that the 

nature of optical images is of pure diel&ric contrast. We interpret the optical features 

associated with these nano-indents in term of strain distribution induced by nano-indenting. 

The exact strain fields surrounding the nano-indents are very complicate4 and we will 

only present a qne.htative picture based on experimental dam For fused silica, its refractive 

index decrease with tensile strain and increase with compressive strain’. Thus, we believe 

that the bright and dark features on the images correspond to areas of tensile and 

compressive stress around the indents. The fact that optical features are much bigger than 

their topographic counterparts is consistent with strain propagation around cracks. We 

notice that tie optical features are not symmetric. Since the indenting tip we used was a 

three-side pyramid, naturally we would expect a symmetric strain map. However, the tip 

indented at a angle, so asymmetric stress distribution results. We also notice that the dark 

region exhibits arc shape rather than triangular shape. The mechanism behind it is not 

known, but we suspect that it might be also caused by the tilted indention. We have hoped 

to make indents at 0 degrees where the stress distribution is symmetric and less 

complicated; however, such a precision is difficult to achieve in nanometer scale. 

By careful examination, we notice that there are optical features not associated with 

nano-indents in fig.3a. We attribute those features to other surface and sub-surface defect 

structures native to the sample, To demonstrate the sensitivity of this technique, a much 

smaller indent, barely seen on topograph (next to the middle indent), showed up nicely on 

optical images in fig.3a. 

Let us now look at the polarization dependence of the optical imiges. Based on the 

theory we described earlier, the image obtained at s polarization reflects features on the 

surface, whereas the image sbtained at p polarization reflects features right beneath the 

surface (35un). Because of spatial dependen= of stress distribution, we should see a 

difference for images taken at two polarizations. The difference between optical features for 

the two pohuizations is indeed obvious in fig.3. The shape of the dark region changed from 

-. 
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am-like on the surface to rectangle-like away from the surface. Since strain alleviates 

during propagation, the transition from sharp feature to more smooth feature further 

justifies our interpretation. The sharper image in s polari&ion as compared to that in p is a 

dim& consequence of the much stronger electric field associated with s . 

Next, we examine the dependence of optical image on the indention angle. Fig.4 is 

a schematic illustration of indentions at two tilting angles. The difference is exaggerated for 

clarity. Figs.5 (a) and (b) compare the images at s and p polarizations for indents made at 

two tilting angles. All images were taken under identical experimental parameters. Again 

we see a slight shifting of optical images relative to their corresponding topographs. &h 

indent in fig.§(b) has a much smaller indent on its right hand side and both of them show 

up clearly on opti& images. At 15” indention angle, the difference between images at two 

polarizations is also evident, with elongated dark features and very bright features on the 

surface and round like dark features and faint bright features away from the surface. If we 

compare images at same polarimtion between two indention angles, we observe striking 

differences, although there is only slight change in angle. We see changes in shape and 

relative position of bright and dark areas. Closer examination of topographic features in 

fig.5 shows that the features look almost identical in two cases. Even though indentions 

were made at different angles, the surface morphology doesn’t change noticeably and this 

is the situation where optical images by NSOlvI comes to play. The change in indention 

angle induces change in the strain distribution around the indents, which is reflected in 

0pticaI images. 

Finally, the stress fields associated with nano-indents in these’configurations are 

rather complicated and rigorous theoretical calculation is needed to provide a basic picture. 

The stress pictures presented here are inevitably limited by the resolution and accurate 

interpretation of experimental data Our interpretation of the data in terms of strain field 

distributions has to be further verified by other experiments such as NSOM based Raman 

and fluorescence spectroscopy that are currently in progress. 
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v, CONCLUSION: 

In conclusion, we have studied nano-indents on fused silica surface using NSOM 

in collection mode at total intxxnal reflection configuration. We attribute the strain field 

distribution associated with nano-indents to the contrast mechanism for the optical images. 

Images obtained at different polarizations yield stress distributions at different depths 

relative to the surface. We showed that this technique is very sensitive in probing stress 

properties by indenting at slightly different tilting angles. We hope to use this technique to 

probe stress distributions in polished layers of fused silica where laser-induced damage 

often oocurs in high power applications. . 

'This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy 
by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract No. W-7405-Eng-48. 
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Figure 1:’ schematic diagram of experimental setup. 

Figunz 2 cakulated standing wave intensiti~ for s and p poltimtions mar interface within 

the saxnple for incidence angle $=60° . 

Figure 3: optical images at s and p pohizations along with corresponding topogmphs for 

10’ indents: (a) 4x4p1n images; (b) O.!kO.S~rn high resolution images. 

Figure 4: illustration of two types of indents at different tilting angles: IO0 and 15’. 

Figure 5: comparison of opt&xl images at s and p polarizations along with topographs for 

indents at different tilting angles: (a) 10” ; (b) 19. 
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